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bstract. We propose a practical context-based adaptive image
esolution upconversion algorithm. The basic idea is to use a low-
esolution (LR) image patch as a context in which the missing high-
esolution (HR) pixels are estimated. The context is quantized into
lasses and for each class an adaptive linear filter is designed using
training set. The training set incorporates the prior knowledge of

he point spread function, edges, textures, smooth shades, etc. into
he upconversion filter design. For low complexity, two 1-D context-
ased adaptive interpolators are used to generate the estimates of
he missing pixels in two perpendicular directions. The two direc-
ional estimates are fused by linear minimum mean-squares weight-
ng to obtain a more robust estimate. Upon the recovery of the miss-
ng HR pixels, an efficient spatial deconvolution is proposed to
eblur the observed LR image. Also, an iterative upconversion step

s performed to further improve the upconverted image. Experimen-
al results show that the proposed context-based adaptive resolution
pconverter performs better than the existing methods in both peak
NR and visual quality. © 2010 SPIE and IS&T.

DOI: 10.1117/1.3327934�

Introduction
mage resolution upconversion, which aims to produce a
lean and sharp high-resolution �HR� image from an asso-
iated degraded low-resolution �LR� image, has a wide
ange of applications: medical imaging, remote sensing,
urveillance, computer vision, and consumer electronics. In
articular, the requirements for upconverting video contents
rom standard definition to high definition have intensified
he research on image resolution upconversion. If assuming
irac downsampling, image resolution upconversion is
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commonly referred to as image interpolation. Existing im-
age interpolation techniques fall into three categories: �1�
image-independent linear interpolators, such as bilinear, cu-
bic convolution1 and cubic spline interpolators;2 �2� adap-
tive linear interpolators, including some of the best per-
forming interpolation techniques;3–6 and �3� context-based
interpolators7–9 that perform the interpolation with an off-
line trained filter, according to the local LR pixel structures.
The image-independent linear interpolators have the lowest
computational complexity, hence they are favored for real-
time applications. But they suffered from blurred edges and
visual artifacts, such as ringing, jaggies, and zippering. The
adaptive linear interpolators have good performance, pro-
ducing sharp edges and having less visual artifacts. How-
ever, the adaptive interpolators are designed using sample
statistics of the LR image. Their performance is limited by
the degree of agreement between HR and LR images in
statistics. Also, the online design of adaptive filters is com-
putationally expensive and unsuitable for real-time applica-
tions. The off-line-trained context-based interpolators have
the advantage of incorporating prior knowledge of natural
images into the design of a family of interpolation filters,
one per context state. At the run time, a context-based in-
terpolation technique chooses an interpolator according to a
local LR pixel patch. This chosen interpolator adapts to the
local 2-D waveform. Though the off-line training of the
family of context-based interpolators is computationally ex-
pensive, the online adaptive interpolation is rather simple,
making it suitable for real-time applications.

This paper is mainly concerned with context-based im-
age resolution upconversion and the key associated prob-
lem: the design of the context-based estimators via off-line
training. In addition to the already mentioned advantages,
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)1
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he training is also a convenient way to factor in the effect
f point spread function �PSF� in the design of upconver-
ion filters. For this purpose, a set of LR images are gener-
ted by an image formation process of low-pass filtering
nd downsampling, which mimics the PSF of a camera.
he upconversion filters are then designed by training on

he pairs of LR images and corresponding HR images,
earning the knowledge of the PSF. Hence, the context-
ased interpolators provide a joint solution for image reso-
ution upconversion and deconvolution. Whereas almost all
xisting image interpolators ignore the effect of the PSF,
nd deconvolution must be done in a separate step after
nterpolation, the image deconvolution is highly susceptible
o noise. The separate deconvolution tends to amplify the
nterpolation errors near the edges, producing severe arti-
acts.

The context-based image interpolator was first proposed
n a patent,7 that aimed at a practical video upconverter. In,
ef. 7, a 3�3 block of the input LR image is quantized

nto many binary edge patterns. According to the binary
dge pattern, a set of filter coefficients is selected to per-
orm the interpolation. Following the line of, Ref. 7
ontext-based filters have also been used in other applica-
ions, such as image/video artifacts reduction and
eblocking.9 However, the performance of the context-
ased interpolators in Refs. 7 and 9 is limited by their small
-D supports, which is only a 3�3 template. Also, the
ontext-based interpolators in Refs. 7 and 9 do not validate
he trained filter in the input image. Thus, they perform
oorly if there is a statistical mismatch between the input
mage and the training set. Note also that Freeman et al.10

roposed to use a Markov network to learn the HR high-
requency image details from a training set. Jiji and
haudhuri used a contorlet transform to facilitate the learn-

ng of high-frequency structures of HR images.11 However,
ur work differs from the preceding papers in that we learn
he interpolation filters that reconstruct HR images, rather
han the high-frequency components directly.

Having identified the drawbacks of previous context-
ased interpolators, we set out to develop an improved
ontext-based adaptive image resolution upconverter. We
dopted a pair of context-based bidirectional interpolators
nstead of a single 2-D context-based interpolator. A miss-
ng pixel is estimated by two 1-D context-based upconver-
ion filters in two mutually orthogonal directions. The two
irectional estimates are fused into a robust estimate. The
dea of using two 1-D directional interpolators for image
nterpolation was studied by other authors.12,13 But the di-
ectional interpolators used in these references are fixed

Fig. 1 Context-based image resolution upconv
converters and �b� context-based adaptive filter
ournal of Electronic Imaging 013008-
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�simply cubic�, and they totally ignore the effect of the PSF.
To provide a safeguard against possible statistical mis-
matches between the input image and those in the training
set, we introduce a validation mechanism to assess the per-
formance of two directional estimators in a local window
and fuse the two estimates by a linear minimum mean-
squares weighting approach. The other advantage of the
new technique is that the image interpolation and deconvo-
lution are performed jointly at a low complexity in a single
unified framework. On the recovery of the missing HR pix-
els, an efficient spatial deconvolution method is used to
deblur the input LR pixels for better visual quality. Also an
iterative upconversion step is employed to improve the re-
covered HR image. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed context-based upconverter performs better than the
existing methods in both peak SNR �PSNR� and visual
quality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the design of context-based upconverter in a train-
ing process. Section 3 presents the linear minimum mean-
squares weighting of the two directional estimates gener-
ated by two 1-D context-based upconverters. Section 4
describes the spatial deconvolution and the followed itera-
tive upconversion process. Experimental results and a com-
parison study are given in Sec. 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Context-Based Bidirectional Upconversion
with Training

The proposed learning-based image resolution upconver-
sion system has two aspects: off-line training and online
adaptive upconversion. Figure 1�a� is a schematic descrip-
tion of the training process. A set of high-quality HR im-
ages are past through an image formation process of low-
pass filtering and downsampling, which mimics the PSF of
a camera. This generates the corresponding set of LR im-
ages, and hence builds statistical dependency between the
HR and LR images. The sample statistics of the training
data is used to learn a set of context-based linear filters
�upconverters� that adapt to local image waveform. The
context of a missing HR pixel, denoted by x�Z�W�, consists
of a local window W of LR pixels, where Z is the set of
possible pixel values. The context x is quantized or classi-
fied into K context states. Finally, K context-based upcon-
verters are designed, one per context state.

Figure 1�b� depicts the work flow of the online adaptive
resolution upconversion process. The context of a missing
HR pixel is quantized into a context state, and the off-line-
learned upconverter corresponding to the state is used to

: �a� training process of the context-based up-
cess.
ersion
ing pro
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)2
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stimate the missing HR pixel. This estimate can be further
djusted or improved by statistics of the input LR image.
his is a safeguard against any statistical mismatch be-

ween the input image and those in the training set. On the
ecovery of the missing HR pixels, the LR pixels them-
elves, which are blurred by PSF, will be restored by spatial
econvolution.

Since the image is a 2-D signal of high-order statistics,
deally a large 2-D context should be considered in reso-
ution upconversion. But since the number of possible con-
ext states grows exponentially in context size, we face the
roblems of context dilution �the curse of dimensionality�
nd high computational complexity. To circumvent these
ifficulties, we use two 1-D contexts that are orthogonal to
ach other in the image space. For each 1-D context state, a
ontext-based upconversion filter is designed using the sta-
istics of the training set. Accordingly, we upconvert an LR
mage in two passes. In the first pass, those missing HR
ixels, whose four 8-connected pixels are LR pixels, are
stimated by fusing the results of two diagonal context-
ased upconverters, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. Once the miss-
ng HR pixels are interpolated in the first pass, the remain-
ng half of the missing HR pixels are interpolated by fusing
he results of two axial �horizontal and vertical� interpola-
ors in the second pass, as shown in Fig. 2�b�.

Context formation, i.e., feature selection, is a key to the
uccess of context-based adaptive upconverter. In our de-
ign, the context consists of four known LR pixels on a
ine, either diagonal or axial. As shown in Fig. 3,
p1 , p2 , p3 , p4� is the context of the missing pixel py and x1,

2, x3, and x4 are the values of these four LR pixels in the
ontext of py. We let x1�x4 and reverse the sequence x1,
2, x3, x4 if x1�x4. This serves to combine similar statistics
hrough the symmetry of the signal waveform to reduce the
umber of context classes, which helps to prevent data
verfitting. For the same reason, we merge the sample sta-
istics in two diagonal directions, and design one context-
ased directional interpolator for diagonal cases. Similarly,
ne context-based directional interpolator is designed for
orizontal and vertical direction cases. To characterize the
aveform of signal x1, x2, x3, x4 in the interpolation direc-

ion compactly, we use three features di=xi+1−xi,
=1 ,2 ,3, as marked in Fig. 3. Similar features are also used
n the predictive image coding technique CALIC �context-
ased, adaptive, lossless image coding� for context model-
ng of the prediction residuals.14

ig. 2 Image resolution upconversion using two directional 1-D in-
erpolators for �a� upconversion in the first pass and �b� upconver-
ion in the second pass. Gray dots denote the known pixels of an
R image, and white dots denote the missing HR pixels.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 013008-
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Now the task is to construct a context quantizer Q :R3

→ �1,2 , . . . ,K�. The quantization of feature vector
d= �d1 ,d2 ,d3� is NP-hard even for the much simpler L2

metric in the feature space R3 itself. To obtain a practical
solution, the magnitudes of di, i=1,2 ,3, are quantized into
L levels, respectively, with exponentially increasing size,
since the magnitudes of di, i=1,2 ,3, obey exponential dis-
tributions. The magnitude levels of di, i=1,2 ,3, form
K=L3 contexts. This results a context quantizer Q�x� :R3

→ �1,2 , . . . ,K�. In practice, the number of L is set to be 8
for good performance.

To design context-based adaptive filters, a large training
set consisting of pairs of simulated degraded images and
corresponding HR images is used. The context-based inter-
polator at is computed as

at = arg min
a�R

4
�

Q�di�=t

�yi − a · xi�2, 1 � t � K . �1�

At the time of online context-based upconversion, a feature
vector d can be easily mapped to Q�d�= t. Finally, the cor-
responding missing pixel will be interpolated by interpola-
tor at.

The design of the context-based adaptive upconversion
filters is completed off line. At the run time, we first com-
pute the context of the missing pixel and then choose the
corresponding upconverter to perform the upconversion.
This new filter design approach lends a high degree of
adaptability to the resolution upconversion process, while
having two distinct advantages over the current least-
squares interpolation algorithms: �1� computationally ex-
pensive online filter design process is eliminated and �2�
the preknowledge of HR images and the PSF is integrated
into the context-based adaptive filters.

3 Linear Minimum Mean-Squares Fusion of Two
Directional Estimates

As already pointed out, the 1D context-based directional
interpolator has the advantage of low complexity. Now our
task is to design a 2-D image interpolator of low complex-

Fig. 3 One-dimensional signal classification. Black dots denote the
known pixels around the missing pixel, which is denoted by the
white dot. The distances between the gray dots and the black dots
denote the magnitudes of the pixel values.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)3
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ty using the proposed 1-D adaptive context-based direc-
ional interpolator. The key to the success of an image in-
erpolator is its ability to adapt to varying pixel structures,
uch as edges and textures. Thus, it is crucial that we inter-
olate the image signal along the directions of edges and
extures. However, it is difficult to estimate edge and line
irections of an HR image using the LR image samples,
articularly when the signal frequency is close to or beyond
he Nyquist limit. The penalty of interpolating in a wrong
irection is high in both subjective and objective quality.
or robust estimation of edge/line directions, two 1-D
ontext-based adaptive interpolators in perpendicular direc-
ions are used to construct a 2-D interpolator. The two 1-D
nterpolators can be roughly considered as adaptive basis
unctions for the 2-D image signal. The two directional
stimates produced by the two 1-D interpolators are adap-
ively fused into a robust estimate. In this section, to design
he 2-D image interpolator with low complexities, a linear
inimum mean-squares error estimate �LMMSE� tech-

ique is used for adaptive data fusion.
As already suggested, two estimates of a missing pixel

re made in two orthogonal directions, and then fused into
robust estimate. To make the data fusion process efficient

nough for real-time applications, we propose an LMMSE-
ased data fusion approach. Referring to Fig. 2�a�, for each
issing pixel yi, two directional estimates are produced by

wo context-based interpolators along two orthogonal diag-
nal directions:

ˆ i
+ = ak

+ · x+, x+ = �xi−5,xi−6,xi−7,xi−8� ,

ˆ i
− = ak

− · x−, x− = �xi−1,xi−2,xi−3,xi−4� , �2�

here ŷi
+ and ŷi

− are the two directional estimates, and ak
+

nd ak
− are the two corresponding context-based interpola-

ors. The corresponding estimation errors are denoted by ei
+

nd ei
−, respectively, i.e., yi= ŷi

++ei
+ and yi= ŷi

−+ei
−. For a

ore accurate estimate of yi, ŷi
+ and ŷi

− are fused into a
ombined estimate by weighting:

ˆ i = wi
+ŷi

+ + wi
−ŷi

−, �3�

here the weights wi
++wi

−=1 are determined by minimiz-
ng the mean squares estimation error of yi. We assume that

i
+ and ei

− are both zero mean and are approximately uncor-
elated. Then the weights can be given by

i
+ =

��i
−�2

��i
+�2 + ��i

−�2 , wi
− =

��i
+�2

��i
+�2 + ��i

−�2 , �4�

here ��i
+�2 and ��i

−�2 are the variances of ei
+ and ei

− in a
ocal window centered at the location of the missing pixel
i. In this paper, a validation mechanism is proposed to
stimate ��i

+�2 and ��i
−�2. Also, the interpolation error vari-

nce can be learned from a training set in an off-line pro-
ess. The online and off-line estimates of the interpolation
rror variances can be fused for a more robust estimate.

.1 Estimation of Interpolation Error Variance via
Validation

ssuming that image signal statistics is stationary in the
ocality of a missing pixel, we estimate ��+�2 and ��−�2 by
i i

ournal of Electronic Imaging 013008-
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the interpolation errors of neighboring known LR pixels. To
this end, two 1-D context-based interpolators in two or-
thogonal directions are used to estimate the neighboring
known pixels, using the estimates of the missing pixels
along the same direction, and the resulting errors can be
measured.

As shown in Fig. 4, the known LR pixels xi−t,
t=0,1 , . . . ,7, are interpolated by a 1-D context-based inter-
polator along diagonal 135-deg direction, using the esti-
mates of the missing HR pixels generated along the same
direction. For instance, a directional estimate of the known
pixel xi is produced along the diagonal 135-deg direction:

x̂i
− = ak

− · ŷ−, ŷ− = �ŷi−2
− , ŷi−1

− , ŷi
−, ŷi−3

− � . �5�

This uses the degree of fit of the interpolator ak
− to estimate

��i
−�2. An estimation of ��i

−�2 can be obtained by averaging
the mean-squares interpolation errors of the known LR pix-
els in a local window:

��̂i
−�2 =

1

8 �
0�t�7

�xi−t − x̂i−t
− �2. �6�

By symmetry, one can analogously derive the estimate of
��i

+�2.

3.2 Learning Interpolation Error Variance by
Training

The validation mechanism already described requires the
local stationarity of image signal. However, natural images
often contain nonstationary features �e.g., edges and tex-
tures�. Hence, the estimation of interpolation error vari-
ances may not be accurate. To make more robust estimates,
we propose to learn the error variances from a training set.
For this purpose, we condition a missing pixel in a large
context that consists of a local window W of LR pixels,
denoted by C�Z�W�. The context C is quantized into J con-
text states. Finally, J interpolation error variances are cal-
culated, one per context state.

We now describe the learning of the interpolation error
variance for each context. The context C of a missing HR
pixel consists of its neighboring LR pixels. For instance,
the context of y , C = �x ,x , . . . ,x �, is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Estimation of the interpolation error of the interpolator along
the diagonal 135-deg direction.
i i i i−1 i−9
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et �Ck ,yk�, k=1,2 , . . . ,N, be a sequence of pairs of con-
exts and the HR pixels extracted from the training set. The
ollected contexts Ck, k=1,2 , . . . ,N, are partitioned into J
lasses:

min
¯

1,C̄2,¯,C̄J

�
j=1

J

�
Ck�Sj

�Ck − C̄j� , �7�

here �S1 ,S2 , . . . ,SJ� is a J partition of the contexts, C̄j is
he centroid of the partition cell Sj, and �·� is the l2 norm.

e use the well-known K-means algorithm to generate the

partition. The centroids C̄j of Sj are calculated by

¯
j =

1

�Sj�
�

Ck�Sj

Ck, j = 1,2, . . . ,J . �8�

ith the classification of the contexts, the interpolation er-
or variance of each partition cell Sj is calculated by

�̃ j�2 =
1

�Sj�
�

Ck�Sj

�yk − ak · xk�2, j = 1,2, ¯ ,J , �9�

here ak is the context-based interpolator corresponding to
ontext Ck, and �Sj� is the number of contexts in partition Sj.

The online estimated error variance �̂2 is good for sta-
ionary image regions. In this case, we simply adopt the
nline estimates of error variances. In areas of edges and
exture, �̂2 is fused with the offline learned error variance

2, and the combined variance estimate is

2 = �1 − ���̂2 + ��̃2, �10�

here � is the weight, which can be optimized for each
ontext. In practice, we perform the weighting only when

ˆ 2 is larger than a predefined threshold.
After the completion of the first pass, half of the HR

ixels are obtained, which will be used to interpolate the
ther half of the missing HR pixels in the second pass. The
emaining half of the missing pixels will be interpolated in
he second pass, which is essentially same as the first pass,
s shown in Fig. 2�b�. Note that the 1-D context-based in-
erpolators used in the second pass are different from those
n the first pass, since the spatial distances between the
eighboring pixels used for interpolation are smaller than
hose in the first pass. Therefore, the context-based interpo-
ators for the two passes are designed separately.

Spatial Deconvolution and Iterative Image
Resolution Upconversion

pon the recovery of the missing HR pixels, the observed
R pixels themselves, which are blurred by the PSF, must
e deblurred for better visual quality. We assume that the
SF is known, or can be estimated. In our simulation, the
SF is assumed to be a 2-D Gaussian filter. For the low
omplexity, we propose a spatial deconvolution method to
eblur the LR pixels. After the observed LR pixels are de-
lurred, an iterative upconversion process is carried out to
urther improve the upconverted HR image.

Let Il and Ih
�1� denote the observed LR image and the

pconverted HR image, respectively. Let G be a 2-D filter
or the PSF with � being the centered coefficient. Let G
0 0

ournal of Electronic Imaging 013008-
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be a 2-D filter such that G0�i , j�=G�i , j�, �i , j�� �0,0�, and
G0�0,0�=0. And let the context-based upconverter be F� · �.
With the constraint of the PSF, we obtain

D�Ih � G� = D�Ih � G0� + �0I� = Il, �11�

where D� · � denotes the 2-D downsampling operator, � de-
notes the convolution operator, and I� denotes the LR im-
age that is generated by Dirac sampling of the orignal HR
image �i.e., without the PSF�. From Eq. �11�, we have

I� =
1

�0
�Il − D�Ih � G0�	 . �12�

Then, an estimate of I� can be obtained by substituting Ih
�1�

for Ih:

I�
�1� =

1

�0
�Il − D�Ih

�1� � G0�	 . �13�

Since the missing HR pixels are interpolated and deblurred
jointly in a single framework, the spatial deconvolution can
effectively deblur the observed LR pixels. In our experi-
ments, the spatial deconvolution can increase the PSNR of
the observed LR images by 2.0 to 6.0 dB.

Since the reconstructed HR image should ideally match
the observed LR image, we have

Il = D�Ih � G� . �14�

Let us consider the iterative back-projection technique15 to
minimize the norm of the reconstruction error image

E = Il − D�Ih � G� . �15�

In iteration n, the error image E�n� is computed, and then
back projected onto the nth estimated HR image Ih

�n�, pro-
ducing an improved HR image:

Ih
�n+1� = Ih

�n� + � · F�E�n�	 , �16�

where F is a back-projection kernel, and � is a scalar. In
our case, F is the context-based upconverter, and we have

Ih
�2� = Ih

�1� + � · F�E�1�	 = Ih
�1� + � · F�Il − D�Ih

�1� � G	� . �17�

Since F� · 	 incorporates the blurring effects, it can be
roughly regarded as an inverse kernel of G. Hence, we let
�=1 and terminate the back-projection in one iteration.

We now show that the improved HR image Ih
�2� can be

achieved by combing Ih
�1� and the upconverted I�

�1�. Using
the relationship between G and G0, I�

�1� can be reexpressed
as

I�
�1� =

1

�0
�Il − D�Ih

�1� � G0	�

=
1

�0
�Il − D�Ih

�1� � G − �0Ih
�1�	�

= Il +
1

�0
�Il − D�Ih

�1� � G	� . �18�

Thus, E�1� can be obtained by
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)5
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�1� = �0I�
�1� − �0Il. �19�

ubstituting Eq. �19� and �=1 into Eq. �17� yields

h
�2� = Ih

�1� + F��0I�
�1� − �0Il	 = �1 − �0�Ih

�1� + �0F�I�
�1�	 . �20�

his reveals that Ih
�2� can be achieved by weighting Ih

�1� and
�I�

�1�	. Finally, the pixels of Ih
�2� at LR pixel locations are

eplaced by those of the deblured LR image I�
�1�. In our

imulations, the iterative upcoversion can substantially im-
rove the initially upconverted HR images, increasing the
pconversion quality by 0.3 to 1.3 dB.

Experimental Results
n this section, we present experimental results of the pro-
osed context-based adaptive image resolution upconver-
ion �CAIRU� method, and compare our results to those of
our well-known interpolation techniques: the bicubic inter-
olator, the new edge-directed interpolation �NEDI� tech-
ique of Li and Orchard,3 the edge guided interpolation13

EGI�, and Kondo et al.’s context-based upconversion
ethod in Ref. 7. All these methods other than CAIRU and

ig. 5 Ten sample images in the test set: �a� “Lena,” �b� “Peppers,”
c� “Leaves,” �d� “Caps,” �e� “Bush,” �f� “Bikes,” �g� “Parrot,” �h�
Plane,” �i� “Sailboat,” and �j� “Tower.”

Table 1 PSNR results of the interpo

Images Bicubic Bicubic with Wiener NEDI NEDI

“Lena” 33.99 34.74 33.76

Peppers” 33.60 32.84 33.68

“Leaves” 28.55 28.84 28.45

“Caps” 33.69 34.02 34.01

“Bush” 28.61 29.30 27.81

“Bike” 25.87 26.45 25.84

“Parrot” 34.61 35.11 34.81

“Plane” 31.12 28.57 31.23

“Sailboat” 31.62 31.73 32.18

“Tower” 27.51 27.71 27.11

Average 30.92 30.93 30.89
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that of Kondo et al. do not perform deconvolution. For fair
comparisons, we report the results of the other methods
with a deconvolution step using Wiener filtering, assuming
that the PSF is known. Ten test images used for this com-
parison study are listed in Fig. 5. The Kondo et al. method
and the proposed method use the same training images,
which are not included in the set of test images. Fifteen
high-quality natural images are used to learn the context-
based interpolators and the interpolation error variances.

To have sufficient training samples for each context in-
stance, we collected 49, 626, and 99 training samples �i.e.,
pairs of the context and the HR pixel� from pairs of the
degraded and the corresponding high-quality images. These
training samples were then classified into 83=512 classes
using the method described in Sec. 2. When creating the
training data, the Gaussian PSF of standard deviation 0.6
was used.

The LR images in our simulations were generated by
first applying the PSF and then downsampling by a factor
of 2. The PSNR results of the reconstructed HR images by
the tested methods are listed in Table 1. For these methods
do not include deconvolution, we also report the PSNR
results after Wiener deconvolution. The Wiener deconvolu-
tion increases the PSNR for the test images that contain
large smooth regions, such as the image “Lena.” But for
images containing large high-frequency regions, e.g., the
image “Plane,” the PSNR drop can be up to 2.83 dB for the
NEDI method. This is because Wiener deconvolution is
highly sensitive to interpolation noises. The proposed
CAIRU outperforms the other methods on all test images
with no exception. The PSNR gain of the CAIRU method
over the Kondo et al. method, which is generally the sec-
ond best in the comparison group, is 0.88 to 2.26 dB. To
assess the visual qualities of tested methods, the cropped
HR images produced by them are presented in Figs. 6–10.

R images by different approaches.

iener EGI EGI with Wiener Kondo et al. CAIRU

33.88 34.74 34.37 35.60

33.71 34.30 34.00 35.06

28.47 28.82 30.17 32.43

33.83 34.19 34.22 35.23

28.08 28.70 29.15 30.10

25.86 26.52 26.80 27.73

34.48 35.02 35.30 36.64

31.24 28.84 31.88 32.76

31.76 31.91 32.34 33.45

27.40 27.67 27.83 28.72

30.87 31.07 31.61 32.77
lated H

with W

34.69

34.30

28.94

34.41

28.53

26.56

35.46

28.78

32.33

27.43

31.14
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he images reconstructed by the bicubic interpolator suffer
rom blurred edges, jaggies, and annoying ringing artifacts.
he NEDI method with Wiener deconvolution can recon-
truct sharp large-scale edges. But it has difficulty with
mall edges and textures, producing ringing artifacts and
purious small edges. The EGI method with Wiener decon-
olution is slightly inferior to the NEDI method with
iener deconvolution. The Kondo et al. method in Ref. 7

hows improvements over the NEDI method with Wiener
econvolution in the regions of small-scale edges and tex-
ures, eliminating the visual defects of the NEDI method.
owever, ringing artifacts can still be observed along

dges. The proposed CAIRU technique produces the most
isually pleasant results. The edges produced by the pro-
osed upconverter are clean and sharp. Most visual artifacts
hat appeared in the results of the other methods, such as
aggies and ringings, are eliminated in the proposed
AIRU method.

In the preceding experiments, we assumed that the PSF
sed in the deconvolution step and the training of the
ontext-based upconverters is exactly same as that used for
enerating the LR images. However, in practice the PSF is
stimated, and we examine the robustness of the proposed
ethod in the presence of the estimation error in PSF mis-
atch. We simulated a set of LR versions of the “Parrot”

mage using PSFs of standard deviations 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
nd 0.8. The proposed method is used to upconvert these
R images assuming a PSF of standard deviation 0.6. The

estored HR images by the proposed method for the five LR
ersions are presented in Fig. 11. By comparing these im-
ges, we can see that the reconstructed HR images appear
harper �or smoother� when the real PSF is more peaked �or

ig. 6 Comparison of different methods on the “Leaves” image: �a�
riginal HR image, �b� CAIRU, �c� Kondo et al.,7 �d� NEDI with de-
onvolution, �e� EGI with deconvolution, �f� bicubic with deconvolu-
ion, �g� NEDI, �h� EGI, and �i� bicubic.
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flatter� than that assumed. The perceptual quality varies
most in the degree of sharpness when there is an error in
the PSF, even though the PSNRs of the output images may
drop by up to 2.1 dB.

Fig. 7 Comparison of different methods on the “Tower” image: �a�
original HR image, �b� CAIRU, �c� Kondo et al.,7 �d� NEDI with de-
convolution, �e� EGI with deconvolution, �f� bicubic with deconvolu-
tion, �g� NEDI, �h� EGI, and �i� bicubic.

Fig. 8 Comparison of different methods on the “Lena” image: �a�
original HR image, �b� CAIRU, �c� Kondo et al.,7 �d� NEDI with de-
convolution, �e� EGI with deconvolution, �f� bicubic with deconvolu-
tion, �g� NEDI, �h� EGI, and �i� bicubic.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)7
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Although the proposed technique is designed for a scal-
ng factor of 2, it can be generalized to other scaling factors
n principle. However, the generalization requires the scal-
ng factor to be an additional design parameter, complicat-

ig. 9 Comparison of different methods on the “Bush” image: �a�
riginal HR image, �b� CAIRU, �c� Kondo et al.,7 �d� NEDI with de-
onvolution, �e� EGI with deconvolution, �f� bicubic with deconvolu-
ion, �g� NEDI, �h� EGI, and �i� bicubic.

ig. 10 Comparison of different methods on the “Caps” image: �a�
riginal HR image, �b� CAIRU, �c� Kondo et al.,7 �d� NEDI with de-
onvolution, �e� EGI with deconvolution, �f� bicubic with deconvolu-
ion, �g� NEDI, �h� EGI, and �i� bicubic.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 013008-
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ing the learning process. We leave this as future work. In-
stead, we adopt a simple method to extend the proposed
CAIRU technique for other scaling factors. For scaling fac-
tor S=2n, where n is a positive integer, we iteratively apply
CAIRU n times. For other scaling factors S�2n, the up-
conversion can be carried out by first upconverting the LR
image 2n times such that 2n	S	2n+1, and then applying a
conventional linear interpolation �e.g., bilinear or bicubic�
to upconvert the output image of CAIRU with scaling fac-
tor m such that 2nm=S. An example of scaling factor of 3 is
shown in Fig. 12, from which we can observe that the result
by the CAIRU technique followed by the bicubic interpo-
lator is visually more pleasant than that by the bicubic in-
terpolator.

In addition to its good performance, the computational
complexity of the proposed CAIRU technique is low. For a
missing HR pixel, we are only required to interpolate it two
times along two orthogonal directions using the learned up-
converters, and weight these two directional estimates. The
selection of the context-based upconverter can be made
simply by scalar quantization. To calculate the weights in
Eq. �4�, each known LR pixel is interpolated two times
along two orthogonal directions. The computation of each
missing pixel requires only 28 multiplications �including

Fig. 11 Results by the CAIRU method: �a� original HR image and
�b� to �f� reconstructed HR images from the LR images generated by
PSFs of standard deviations 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. The PSNRs
of �b� to �f� are 28.88, 30.41, 31.02, 30.99, and 30.73 dB,
respectively.

Fig. 12 Comparison of different methods on the “Bike” image with a
scaling factor of 3: �a� bicubic and �b� CAIRU.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)8
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he iterative step�. Hence, the computational complexity of
he CAIRU method is low, making it suitable for real-time
pplications.

Conclusions
e proposed a practical context-based image resolution up-

onversion technique. It performs image interpolation and
econvolution jointly in a single estimation framework. To
chieve low complexity, two 1-D context-based interpola-
ors were used to estimate a missing HR pixel in two or-
hogonal directions. The resulting directional estimates
ere fused into a more robust estimate by LMMSE weight-

ng. Upon the recovery of the missing HR pixels, a spatial
econvolution was performed to restore the observed LR
ixels. The restored LR image was then used to further
mprove the estimated HR image in an iterative process.
xperimental results demonstrated that the proposed tech-
ique can produce sharper and cleaner edges than existing
echniques.
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